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ABSTRACT

*Elaeis oleifera* serves as a source of genetic foundation in oil palm improvement programme, as it possess several interesting agronomic traits such as slow growth, higher oil unsaturation and disease resistance. Malaysian Palm Oil Board (MPOB) has developed a collection of simple sequence repeats (SSRs) from *Elaeis oleifera* genome (*E. oleifera*-gSSRs). A total of 21 polymorphic SSR markers were evaluated in the attempt to assess the population structure of *E. oleifera* populations. The appropriate common ancestry (*K*) value was determined to be seven from the likelihood scores. The profile from STRUCTURE analysis indicates considerable sharing of genetic components among *E. oleifera* population with an exception for Population 01 from Columbia and Population 02 from Costa Rica. The present study provides information on population structure of MPOB *E. oleifera* collection via model-based method for germplasm conservation and utilisation in breeding programmes.
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INTRODUCTION

There are two oil palm species, namely *E. guineensis* and *E. oleifera*. Both species are diploid with chromosome number $2n=32$ [1]. *E. guineensis*, which originates from Central and West Africa, is well known as the commercial oil palm due to its high oil yield of 4-5 tons/ha [2]. *E. oleifera*, the second species has its origins in South and Central America. *E. oleifera* possesses lower oil yield, but exhibits certain favorable characteristics such as slower vertical growth, higher unsaturated fatty acids and tolerance to *Fusarium* wilt, lethal yellowing and bud rot when compared to *E. guineensis* [3]. These are the characteristics that can be used to improve commercial planting materials [4].

Generally the information on diversity and population structure of *E. oleifera* germplasm is still limited [5-7] compared to the *E. guineensis* germplasm which has been well characterised using variety of molecular markers such as isozymes [8]; RFLPs [9], SSRs derived from expressed sequence tags [10], genomic based SSRs [11] and SNPs [12]. The present study aims to unravel the population structure of MPOB *E. oleifera* germplasm collections using the model-based method.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Plant material used in this study are part of MPOB *E. oleifera* germplasm collected at different sites in Central and South America: The samples used in the analysis were Population 01 ($n=29$) and Population 08 from Columbia ($n=27$). Population 03 ($n=30$) and Population 05 from Panama ($n=26$) were also utilised. The populations from Costa Rica were Population 02 ($n=25$) and Population 21 ($n=25$). Population 02 ($n=30$) and Population 03 from Honduras also formed part of the analysis. *E. oleifera* genomic deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was extracted and quantified for DNA concentration and DNA purity using Thermo Scientific µDrop Plate compatible with Thermo Scientific Multitask Go and ScanIt Software, following the manufacturer’s protocol. The quality of DNA was further
confirmed by digestion with restriction enzyme. DNA was diluted to give a working stock of approximately 50 ng/µl.

The amplification was carried out by means of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in 10 µl of reaction mixture containing DNA template, 10 x standard Taq reaction buffer (New England Biolabs, UK), 10 mM dNTPs (New England Biolabs), 5 U Taq DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs), 0.25 uM of forward primer with M13 tail, 0.25 uM reverse primer and 0.38 uM of selected fluorescent dye namely 6-FAM (blue), VIC (green), PET (red) and NED (yellow). The optimised amplification protocol was applied as follows: an initial denaturation at 94°C for ten minute, followed by 35 cycles of denaturation at 94°C for 30 second, annealing at 52°C for one minute, primer extension at 72°C for one minute, followed by a final extension at 72°C for ten minute. PCR was performed using GeneAmp System 9700 (Applied Biosystem). The presence of amplified PCR products were confirmed by electrophoreses in 4% SFR gel prepared in TAE buffer together with a 100 bp DNA marker (ThermoScientific, USA). Visualisation was carried out using gel documentation system (AlphaInnotech) after staining with ethidium bromide (0.5 µg/ml).

For the final analysis, a maximum of four PCR products, each labelled with 6-FAM, VIC, PET and NED were multiplexed at a ratio of 1:1:1:1. Two-ul of the multiplexed mix was denatured in 7.84 ul Hi-Di™ Formamide (Applied Biosystems, UK) and 0.16 ul GeneScan™ 400HD ROX™ Size Standard (Applied Biosystems, UK). The denatured sample was then fragmented and size-called on the ABI3100 genetic analyser [13]. All the raw data were imported from the database of ABI PRISM® 3100 data collection software to GeneMapper v4.1 software and finally generated in size (bp) for scoring purposes.

The membership of each genotype was run for range of genetic clusters from value of K=1 to 10 with the admixture model and correlated allele frequency using the STRUCTURE v2.3.4 [14]. For each K it was replicated 20 times. Each run was implemented with a burn-in-period of 50000 steps followed by 50000 Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) replicates. Maximum likelihood (LnPD) derived for each K and then plotted to find the plateau of the delta K (ΔK) values. Online programme known as ‘Structure Harvester’ was used to define number of subpopulations based
on the Evanno method [15], available at http://taylor0.biology.ucla.edu/structureHarvester/.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this study, the genetic architecture of diverse germplasm was evaluated by model based clustering approach using the 21 *E. oleifera*-gSSRs. Estimating the suitable assumed population or the best K value in STRUCTURE is based on maximum likelihood (LnPD) and Delta K (ΔK) inferred from Structure Harvester (Figure 1). Plot of the mean likelihoods per K value shows that the K was approaching L(K) plateaus at K=7. In ΔK plot, it shows that a clear peak was at K=7. The number of groups (K) obtained using the Evanno method (Table 1) indicates that the highest Delta K is best fit at K=7 with Delta K value of 43.739.
Figure 1: The output data from STRUCTURE generated using Structure Harvester (a) plot of the mean likelihoods per K value (b) Number of groups (K) indicated by the highest Delta K

Table 1: Table output of the Evanno method results

| K  | Reps | Mean LnP(K) | Stdev LnP(K) | Ln’(K) | |Ln”(K)| | Delta K |
|----|------|-------------|--------------|--------|-----------------|-----------------|--------|
| 1  | 20   | -8607.390   | 0.253        | –      | –               | –               | –      |
| 2  | 20   | -7202.820   | 110.193      | 1404.570 | 527.050        | 4.783           |
| 3  | 20   | -6325.300   | 60.528       | 877.520 | 271.675        | 4.488           |
| 4  | 20   | -5719.455   | 46.960       | 605.845 | 204.210       | 4.349           |
| 5  | 20   | -5317.820   | 35.653       | 401.635 | 60.715        | 1.703           |
| 7  | 20   | -4654.190   | 5.723        | 322.710 | 250.310       | 43.739          |
| 8  | 20   | -4581.790   | 11.648       | 72.400  | 77.415        | 6.646           |
| 9  | 20   | -4586.805   | 172.143      | -5.015  | 10.400        | 0.060           |
| 10 | 20   | -4602.220   | 255.114      | -15.415 | –             | –               |
The estimated membership coefficient of the analysed individuals in each cluster, K is represented by bar plot. Figure 2 shows a bar plot drawn in single line sorted by Q. Colour represent ancestry in each of the seven designated clusters. Colour represent ancestry in each of the seven designated clusters. Vertical bar represent individual *E. oleifera* ancestry: a single colour indicates pure ancestry in a given cluster and multiple colours indicate mixed ancestry. The Y-axis displays the estimated ancestry of each individual to a particular subpopulation. Overall proportion of membership of the sample in each of the seven clusters are: Inferred Cluster 1 = 0.175 (red), Cluster 2 = 0.166 (green), Cluster 3 = 0.208 (blue), Cluster 4 = 0.114 (yellow), Cluster 5 = 0.165, Cluster 6 = 0.031 and Cluster 7 = 0.142 (orange). In order to assign population, threshold level usually set at 80 % [16] but might vary between different research groups [17]. From this study, each of the seven optimal clusters has a considerable proportion of mixed memberships sharing among clusters.

**Figure 2: Clustering of ancestry values from STRUCTURE analysis for K=7**

Further analysis on bar plot in the original order with K value ranging from K=2 to K=7 provides a better insight into the population structure of *E. oleifera* (Figure 3). K-values of 2-7 subpopulations are shown to right and naming of *E. oleifera* populations are as follow: C01-Population 01 from Columbia, C08-Population 08 from Columbia, P03-Population 03 from Panama, P05-Population 05 from Panama, K02-Population 02 from Costa Rica, K21-Population 21 from Costa Rica, H02-Population 02 from Honduras and H03-Population 03 from Honduras.
In present study, setting K=2 results in Population 01 from Columbia and Population 21 from Costa Rica fitting into one group which are predominantly in green while the other group in red consists of Population 05 from Panama, Population 02 from Costa Rica as well as Population 02 and Population 03 from Honduras. Population 08 from Columbia and Population 03 from Panama exhibit a genetic mixture of red and green groups.
For K=7, eight populations of *E. oleifera* were roughly divided into six groups. Group 1 consists of Population 01 from Columbia, denoted as the orange. Group 2 has Population 08 from Columbia and is denoted as magenta. Group 3 covers Populations 03 and 05 from Panama denoted in blue. Group 4 has Population 02 from Costa Rica which is green, while Group 5 is Population 21 from Costa Rica indicated as yellow. Finally, Group 6 includes Population 02 and 03 from Honduras (colour red).

The placement of Population 01 from Columbia and Population 02 from Costa Rica were more uniform with increasing K value while the remaining populations exhibit genetic mixture. Overall, no populations showed absolute uniformity. Least admixture was detected for populations C01 and and K02, based on the bar plots of all the K values. Relatively more admixture was observed in populations P03, P05, K21, H02 and H03.

**CONCLUSION**

In this study, 21 polymorphic *E. oleifera* genomic-SSR markers were used to reveal the population structure of selected *E. oleifera* populations. Model based clustering approach showed least admixture for populations from Colombia and Costa Rica. Populations from Panama and Honduras respectively indicated similarity within country but showed more admixture than those from Colombia and Costa Rica.
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